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By an (M,P,  C)-system we mean a choice of an (m, p, c)-set for each 
(m, p, c)E N 3 together with all finite sums choosing at most one from each (m, p, c)- 
set. We show here that (M, P, C)-systems are partition regular. That is, if an 
(M, P, C)-system is partitioned into finitely many cells, one of these cells contains 
an (M, P, C)-system. We also prove a multidimensional version similar to the 
Milliken-Taylor version of the Finite Sum Theorem. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7] Rado proved his famous theorem characterizing those systems of 
homogeneous linear equations with integer coefficients which are partition 
regular over the set N of positive integers. (A system of equations is parti- 
tion regular over N provided whenever N is partitioned into finitely many 
classes, some one of those classes contains a solution to the given system.) 
Rado characterized the partition regular coefficient matrices in terms of the 
"columns condition." 
An alternate characterization was provided by Deuber [1 ] in terms of 
"(m, p, c)-sets" where m, p, and c are positive integers. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let m, p, c~N and let x~N m. S(m,p,c,x)= 
{cxt+y~imt+~2ix~:te{1,2 .... ,m} and for t<i<~m, 2~E with [2~[~<p}. 
A subset A ~ N is an (m, p, c)-set if and only if there is some x ~ ~m such 
that A = S(m, p, c, x). 
The correspondence b tween partition regular systems of equations and 
(m, p, c)-sets is as follows: (1) Given m, p, c ~ N there is a partition regular 
system of homogeneous linear equations o that each solution set to this 
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system contains an (re, p, c)-set. (2) Given a partition regular system of 
homogeneous linear equations, there are some m, p, e ~ t~ so that each 
(m, p, e)-set contains a solution to the given system of equations. (See [1] 
or [-4] for the details of this correspondence..) 
Deuber established that not only are (m, p, c)-sets partition regular in 
the simple sense that any finite partition of ~ has one cell containing an 
(m, p, e)-set, they in fact satisfy a stronger partition regularity condition: 
Given any ml, Pl, c~, r~iN there exist m2, P2, C2~ SO that if any 
(m2,p2, c2)-set is partitioned into r cells, one of these cells contains an 
(m~,p~, Cl)-set. Rado called in [7] a set X___ ~ regular if every partition 
regular system of homogeneous linear equations has a solution in X. Rado 
observed that iN is regular and conjectured that for every partition of a 
regular set X___ iN into finitely many classes, one of these classes is regular. 
Deuber's Theorem [1] described above established the validity of this 
conjecture. 
In [2] a common generalization of the (m, p, c)-set Theorem and the 
Finite Sum Theorem was established. It involves what we call here an 
(M, P, C)-system. 
1.2. DEFINITION. A set A _ t~ is an (M, P, C)-system if and only if for 
each (re, p, c)~ t~ 3 there is a choice of some (re, p, c)-set B(m,p, e) so that 
A = {Y~m,p, c)~FY~m,p, c): F is a finite nonempty subset of ~3 and for each 
(re, p, c)EF, y~m,p, cl~B(rn, p, c)}. 
The theorem of [2] established that (M, P, C)-systems are partition 
regular in the sense that any finite partition of N has some cell containing 
an (M, P, C)-system. Motivated by the conjecture of Rado on regular sets 
we show here in Section 2 that (M, P, C)-systems are partition regular in 
the following strong sense: If any (M, P, C)-system is partitioned into 
finitely many classes, some one of these contains an (M, P, C)-system. 
In [6, 8], Milliken and Taylor independently established a common 
generalization of Ramsey's Theorem and the Finite Sum Theorem. We 
show here in Section 3 that a similar extension of our results on (M, P, C)- 
systems is valid. 
We utilize the algebraic structure of the Stone-t~ech compactification flt~ 
of the discrete set of positive integers. We take the points of fliN to be the 
ultrafilters on iN, the points of iN being identified with the principal 
ultrafilters. The operation + an t~ extends to an associative operation on 
fin in such a way that for each q EfliN, the function ),q defined by 
2q(p) = q +p is continuous and for each x ~ ~ the function Px defined by 
px(q)=q+x is continuous. Given q and r in fiiN and A~,  one has 
A6q+r  if and only if {x~t~:A--xEq}~r where A-x={y~[~:  
y+x~A}.  Given A~,  let A={q6fl~d:A~q}. While A is the closure 
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of A, of more interest is the fact that {A: A ___ N } forms a basis for the 
topology of fiN. See [-5] for an elementary derivation of these and other 
facts about the semigroup (fiN, +). 
2. PARTITION REGULARITY OF (M, P, C)-SYSTEMS 
We utilize here some ideas from [1], but our arguments will be self 
contained. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Fix throughout an enumeration ((m(n), p(n), c(n)) ) oo= 1 
of N 3. 
(a) f~=x,= 1~° Nm(" )andfor lEN,~= xl,=~N"("). 
(b) Given x with x(n)e N "~(") (as with x~ or x eUt  for some 
l ~> n), S(x, n) = S(m(n), p(n), c(n), x(n)) = {c(n)- x(n)(t) + ~m_(])+ a 2~x(n)(i): 
te {1, 2, ..., m(n)} and for ie {t+ l, t+  1, ..., re(n)}, 2~eZ with I.~il-..<p(n)}. 
(c) Given x~ and l~N, FS((S(x,n o. = ) )n=/ )  {ZneFWn:F is a 
finite nonempty subset of N with minF>~/ and for each n eF, 
w, ~ S(x, n)}. 
(d) Given leN and xe~wUF=~ (that is, any x with at least l 
coordinates), FS( (S (x ,n ) ) l= l )= {ZneFWn:F is a nonempty subset of 
{1, 2, ..., l} and for each nEF, w, eS(x, n)}. 
Thus if x e ~V" then FS(( S(x, n ) )~)  is the (M, P, C)-system determined 
by x. We now introduce some subsets of fiN which we show to be 
subsemigroups of (fiN, + ). 
2.2. DEFINITION. (a) U={qsf lN:  for each A~q there exists xE~V" 
such that for all n ~ N, S(x, n)___ A }. 
n co (b) Given xe~,  T(x)= gn  09=1FS((S(x,  )),=,). 
2.3. LEMMA. Let A ~_ ~ such that there exists x ~ ~ with S(x, n) c_ A for 
each n ~ N. Then J n U # q~. 
Proof Let F={zC:~isa f i l te r  on N andAedandforeachBed 
there exists xeV with U~=lS(x,n)c_B}. Then F#q~ since {B_N:  
A _c B} E F. Trivially the union of a chain in F is again in F so we may pick 
by Zorn's Lemma a maximal element q of F. It suffices to show that q is 
an ultrafilter, for then one has immediately that q e A n U. To this end let 
C~ N and suppose CCq and N\CGq. Let ~¢= {De N: there exists Beq 
with BriCk_D} and let ~'={D___N: there exists Beq with B\C~D}.  
Then ~¢ and ~ are filters on N properly containing q. (If, for example, one 
had ~b~d, then one would have B n C=~b for some B Eq and hence 
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B c ~\C  so that N \C~ q.) Thus ~'  ~ F and ~ ¢ F so there exists B~ ~ q and 
BzE q so that no xs~ has O~=~S(x,n)c_B, nC  and no x~U has 
(.J~= a S(x, n) c_ B~\C. Since x s ~ can be assembled one coordinate at a 
time this means there exists n~, n2~ [~ so that for no y~ ~,n~,) is S(m(n~), 
p(n~), c(n~), y) c_ B~ n C and for no y s N m/"2) is S(m(n2), p(n~), c(nz), y) _ 
B~\C. Pick ks[~ so that m(k)=max{m(n~),m(n2)}, p(k)=max{c(n2). 
p(nl).p(n2)}, and c(k)=C(nl).c(n~). Pick by Deuber's Theorem [1, 
Satz 3.1] some 1 so that whenever an (m(l),p(l)), c(/))-set is partitioned 
into two cells one of these cells contains an (m(k), p(k), c(k))-set. 
Now B lnB~sq so pick x~U with 0n°°__lS(X,n)~B~nB 2. Now 
S(x, l) is partitioned into two cells by C and N\C so without loss of 
generality pick z ~ ~m~ with S(m(k), p(k), c(k), z) ~ S(x, l) n C. Define 
ys  ~,-I,,) by agreeing for i~ {1, 2 ..... m(n~)} that y(i)=c(n2).z(i). Then 
S(m(n~), p(n~), c(n~), y) _ S(m(k), p(k), c(k), z) c S(x, l) n C_  B~ n C, a 
contradiction. ] 
2.4. LEMMA. Let x~.  Then T(x) is a (nonempty) compact sub- 
semigroup of (fl~, + ). 
Proof. One has immediately that U is closed in /~  and is hence 
compact. (For if qEflU\U there is some A~q so that for all y~,  
(U n°°= 1S(y, n))\A ~ ~. Then A is a neighborhood of q missing U.) Since for 
X 0o n 0o any 16N one has FS((S( ,n))n=l+,)c_FS((S(x, ))n=t), to see that 
T(x) # ff it suffices to show that for each l, FS( (S(x, n) ) n~= t) n U ~ q~. For 
this it suffices by Lemma2.3 to produce y~ with Uk~=~S(y,k)___ 
n FS((S(x, ))~=l). Given k, pick n>l  with m(n)>m(k), p(n)=p(k) and 
c(n)=c(k), and let for i6 {1, 2, ..., re(k)}, y(k)( i)= x(n)(i). Then S(y, k )_  
S(x, n)c_fS((S(x, n))~=,). 
Now to see that T(x) is a subsemigroup of (fiN, +), let q, r E T(x). To 
see that q + r ~ U, let n ~ ~ and let A ~ q + r. We need to produce y ~ Nm(,) 
with S(m(n),p(n), c(n), y)~A.  Let B= {zEf~:A--zep}. Then B~q and 
q~ U so pick ze  N m~") with S(m(n),p(n), c(n), z )_B .  Let C= (]{A -w:  
w~S(m(n),p(n),c(n),z)}. Since S(m(n),p(n),c(n),z) is finite we have 
C~p and so we may pick we Nm(,) with S(m(n),p(n), c(n), w)___ C. For 
each i~ { 1, 2 ..... , m(n)} let y(i) = w(i) + z(i). Then S(m(n), p(n), c(n), y) ~ A. 
(To see this let t~{1,2  .... ,m(n)} and, if t<m(n), let {2,+1,2,+2 .... , 
+ m 2i z(i) 2m~,)}___Z with each ]2~l~<p(n). Then c(n).z(t) Z~=t+~ " 
S(m(n), p(n), c(n), z) so c(n) . w( t) + 5Z~=, +1 2i. w(i) E C c A - (c(n) . z( t) + 
7~,+ ~ 2~. z(i)) so c(n). y(t) + 5~=,+ ~ 2~ .y(i) ~ A as required.) 
n 0o Finally, to see that q + r ~ (~ f= ~ FS((S(x, ) ) ,  = t), let l ~ N be given. To 
see that FS((S(x,n))~=~)~q+r, we show that FS((S(x,n))~=~)~_ 
{as~:FS((S(x ,n) )~=t) -a~q}.  Let aeFS((S(x,n)),~=~) and pick a 
finite nonempty subset F of 1~ with min F>~ l and for each n ~F  pick 
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w, ~ S(x, n) with a = ~ ~ F Wn" Let t = max F. Then FS( (S(x, n) ) ~ + ~ )~ q 
so it suffices to show FS((S(x, n) ) ,= ,+ ~ )~_ FS((S(x, n) ) ,~  z ) -  a. To this 
end let b e FS((S(x, n) ) ,~+ ~) and pick a finite nonempty subset G of 
with minG~>t+l  and for each n~G pick wneS(x,n) with b=~,~w, .  
Then b + a --- ~ ~ F ~ ~ W , ~ FS( ( S( x, n) ) ~= ~) as required. | 
We are now ready to show that (M, P, C)-systems atisfy a strong parti- 
tion regularity condition. In the process we are also able to address the 
n co problem of uniqueness of representation f elements of FS((S(x, ) ) ,  = ~). 
2.5. DEFINITION. ~/ /~*={Xf f~/ / ' :  for each neN,  each aeS(x,n),  and 
each b e S(x, n + 1 ), if t = max { i: 2 i ~< a } then 2' + 1 divides b }. 
It is easy to see that if x e ~* ,  the expressions in FS((S(x, n) ) ,~ 1) are 
unique. That is, if F and G are finite nonempty subsets of N and 
~,~FWn=~,~cV,  where for neF  and kEG one has w, eS(x,n)  and 
vk e S(x, k), then F = G and for n e F, w~ = v,. (To see this simply consider 
the binary expansions of members of FS((S(x, n) )~) . )  Note that we do 
not claim that the coefficients used to express each w, as a member of 
S(x, n) have to be unique. 
n oo Given x e U*,  it is possible to choose y e ~U* with FS((S(y, ) ) ,  = ~)__ 
FS((S(x, n))~_ 1) such that some members of S(y, n) and S(y, n + 1) come 
from one S(x, k). It will be convenient later to know we can avoid this. 
2.6 .  DEF IN IT ION.  (a) For xe~*  and aeFS((S(x ,  n))n~=l), F(x, a) is 
the unique finite nonempty subset of N such that there is a choice of 
wneS(x, n) for each n~F(x, a) so that a=Z,~F~,,,,) W,. 
(b) For x~V*  we say y refines x if and only if y~V*,  
n co n oo FS((S(y, )),,=I)c_FS((S(x, ),=1), and for each n~,  each aES(y,n), 
and each b e S(y, n + 1 ) one has max F(x, a) < rain F(x, b). 
2.7. THEOREM. Let x ~ V, let re ~, andlet FS((S(x, n))n~__l) = UT=l Ai" 
n oo There exist i~ {1, 2 .... , r} and y~ V* such that FS((S(y, ) ) ,= I )~Ai .  I f  
x ~ V* then y may be chosen so that y refines x. 
Proof By Lemma 2.4, T(x) is a compact subsemigroup of (fiN, +) so 
by [3, Corollary 2.10] we may pick q~T(x)  with q+q=q.  Pick 
ie{1 ,2  ..... r} with Ai~q. Observe that for each n, ~m~q, where 
~n={xn:x~}.  (Some i~ {0,1, ..., n -1}  has ~n+i~q.  Then ~n+i+ 
i e q + q = q, so i = 0 mod n.) We now apply an old argument of Galvin's to 
produce ye  V* with FS((S(y, n))~=l)~_A i (which refines x if x~ V*). 
Let BI=Ai  and let C1 = {aeB~: B l -a~q) .  Then C1~ q and q~ U so 
pick y(1)e ~m~l) with S(y, 1)=S(n(1),p(1)), c(1), y(1)) ___ C1. Pick g(1)~ 
with S(y, 1 )~FS( (S(x ,n ) )g~]) .  Let t (1 )=max{seN'  there exists 
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asS(y,  1) with 2S~<a} and let B2:B  1 n N2 '(1)+1 nFS((S(x,  n 0o ) > n =g(1) + 1) ("~ 
~{Bl -a :  a~ S(y, 1)}. Note B2~q. 
Inductively given Bj~q, let Cj~{a~Bj :B j -a~q}.  Then Cj~q and 
q~ U so pick y ( j )~N "(j) with S(y,j)~_Cj. Pick g( j )cN with S(y,j)_~ 
FS( (S(x, -~ \ g(i) " '1  / n = g( j - -  1) + 1 )' Let t(j) = max {s ~ ~: there exists a ~ S(y, j)  with 
2*~<a) and let Bj+ 1 =Bj~ [~2 '(j)+l c~FS((S(x, n))~=g(i)+i)(~ O{Bj -a :  
a ~ S(y, j) }. 
One has immediately that y ~ V* and that y refines x if x ~ V*. We show 
now by induction on IF[ that whenever F is a finite nonempty subset of ~, 
t=minF ,  and for each n~F, w, eS(y,n), then 5~,~FW,~B,. If F={t}  
then wt~S(y, t)~_Ct~_B,. We thus assume IF[ > 1, let G=F\{t} ,  and let 
k=min  G. Then ~w,~Bk~_Bt+a~_Bt -w t so ~_..eFWnGBt. |
As an immediate corollary we see that we can presume our (M, P, C)- 
systems atisfy uniqueness of expressions. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Let xs  V. There exists ys  V* with FS((S(y, n)>n~=l) 
c-FS((S(x,n)}~=I). 
3. RAMSEY'S THEOREM WITH (M,  P ,  C)-SYSTEMS 
We generalize the strong partition regularity of (M, P, C)-systems 
(Theorem 2.7) in a fashion analogous to the Milliken [6] and Taylor [8] 
generalization of the Finite Sum Theorem. By Corollary 2.8 it is good 
enough to work with members of V*. 
3.1. DEFINITION. For x~V*  and k, le[~, [FS((S(x,n)),~=~)]k= 
{{al, a2, ..., ak}: each a~EFS((S(x, n))~=,) and if i~ {1, 2, ..., k -  1}, then 
max F(x, ai) < min F(x, ai+ 1)}. 
3.2. LEMMA. (a) Let x, y, z ~ V*. If y refines x and z refines y, then z 
refines x. 
(b) Let xeV* ,  let y refine x, and let L k, feN.  I f  
FS( (S(y, n) > ~=J) c_ FS( (S(x, n) ),co= t), then 
n co k [FS((S(y, )>,=j)] < c_ [FS((S(x, n))~=t)]k<. 
Proof (a) This is a routine exercise. 
n co k (b) Let {al,a2 ..... ak}~ [FS((S(y, )>,=j) ]< with for each i~ 
{1,2 , . . . ,k=l} ,  maxF(y, ai)<minF(y, ai+l). Let i~{1,2  .... , k - l}  and 
pick for n ~F(y, ai) some w~ E S(y, n) with ai= Y~,~F(y, ai)W,. Likewise for 
n~F(y, a~+l) pick v,~S(y, n) with a~+l =~,~F(s,  ai+~)V,. Then F(x, ai)= 
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Un~F(y, ai)F(x, Wn) and F(x, a i+l )= ~,~F(y,~,+,)F(x, v,). Given teF(x, a,) 
and seF(x,ai+i), pick neF(y, ai) and kEF(y, ai+~) with teF(x, w,) and 
s e F(x, v~). Since w, e S(y, n) and vk e S(y, k) and n < k and y refines x we 
have t < s. | 
3.3. THI~OREM. Let x e ~tf * and let k, l, r e ~. If  [FS( ( S(x, n) ) ~_ l) ]k< = 
~r=lA  z, then there exist i e{1 ,2  ..... r} and yeY/* such that y refines x 
n ~ k and [FS((S(y, ) ) ,=~)]< ~Ai.  
Proof We proceed by induction ~on k. For k=l ,  let Bi= 
{aeFS((S(x,n))~=,) :{a}eAi} for ie{1,2  .... ,r} and let B~+I = 
n oo . n ~ _ [ ] r+ l  Bi  {aeFS((S(x,  )),=1). minF(x, a)</}.  Then FS((S(x, ) ) ,=~) -w i=~
so pick bY Theorem 2.7 some i e { 1, 2 ..... r + 1 } and some y refining x with 
n FS((S(y, ) ) ,=~)~Bi .  Since y refines x we can't have i=r+ 1. 
Now let k e t~ be given and assume the result is valid for k and for all 
r, l~ ~. It will be convenient now to switch to the "coloring" notation and 
terminology whereby objects are "colored" by a function. We let/, r e ~ be 
given and let f." [FS((S(x,n))~=t)]k<+l~{1, Z,...,r}. We produce y 
FS S n ~ k+l refining x so that f i s  constant on [ (( (Y, )) ,=1)] < • 
We inductively construct zi, xi, gi, and hl for i~ ~ satisfying the 
following induction hypotheses. 
(1) Let 
zi(n) = ~zi_l(n) if n<i  
(x~(n) if n>li 
(so in particular z~ = Xl). 
(2) If i> 1, zi refines zi_~. 
(3) z i refines x and FS((S(zi, n))~=I)~_FS((S(x, n))~=l). 
n co )]k< by finitely many (4) gi is a coloring of [FS((S(zi, )),=~+~ 
colors such that gi(B)= gi(C) if and only if for all a e FS((S(zi, n)) i= 1), 
f({a} w B) =/ ({a} w C). 
(5) xi+l refines zi. 
, n =o (6) gg((s(xi+ 1 n) ) ,~)~rs ( (S (z i , )), i+~). 
(7) gi is constant on [FS((S(xi+l,n)).=~]<.~ k 
(8) h/FS((S(z~,n))~=~)~{l, 2,...,r} andforall  aeFS((S(z~, n))~=~) 
and all Be [FS((S(xi+ n ~ k 1, ) ) ,= , ) ]<,  hi(a)=f({a}wB).  
(9) If i> 1, h~_~_~h i (that is, hi extends hi_~). 
(10) for anyj~<i, [FS((S(zl, ~ k n)) ,=j ) ]  < ~ [FS((S(xj, n))~= 1)]~<. 
Choose by Theorem 2.7 some x a refining x with FS((S(xa, n)),=~)_~ 
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FS((S(x, n))~=~). Let ie  [~ and assume we have x /and  that for te  N with 
t < i (if there are any) we have zt, x,, gt, and h, satisfying the induction 
hypotheses. 
Define zi as required by hypothesis (1). To establish hypothesis (2) we 
show: 
t oo (i) I fneN andaeS(z~,n) , thenaeFS(<S(z  i 1, ) ) ,=l ) -  
(ii) If n e t~, a ~ S(zi, n), and b e S(zi, n + l), then max F(z;_ 1, a) < 
min F(zi_ 1, b). 
(iii) FS(<S(zi, n)),=1)~_FS((S(zi_I, ) ) ,=1) .  
(iv) z i ~ ~U*. 
For (i), if n ~< i -  1 we have a e S(z i_ 1, n). If n >~ i we have a e S(x i ,  n) c7_ 
t FS((S(zi_I, ) ) t= l )  since x i refines zi_ 1. For  (ii), if n<~i-2, then 
F(zi_~,a)={n } and F(Z i_ l ,b)={n+l  }. If n>~i then aeF(xi, n) and 
b eF(xi, n+ 1) so maxF(z i _ l ,  a )<minF(z i _~,b)  since xi refines z~_l. 
Assume then n = i - 1. For each j e { 1, 2, ..., i - 1 } pick cj e S (x ,  j) and let 
c~ : b. Then since x; refines zg_ x, we have min F(zi_ 1, cj) is an increasing 
function so rain F(z~_ 1, b) = rain F(z i_ 1, c~) >~ i > i -  1 = max F(zi_ 1, a). 
Then (iii) follows immediately from (i) and (ii). To verify (iv) we have 
immediately that zi~ 3e. Let n e N and let a e S(z ,  n) and b e S(z;, n + 1) 
and let sen  with 2S~<a. Now a=~ter (z~_ l ,a )  Wt and b~-~_.tEF(zi_l,b) W t 
where each wteS(zi_l ,t).  Let d=maxF(z ;  i ,a) .  Since z i _ je~*  so 
that there is no carrying when the w,'s are added in binary, we have 
2 s <~ w a. Thus for each t e F(zi_ 1, b) we have 2 s+ 1 [ w, so that 2 ~+ 1 ] b. This 
completes the verification of hypothesis (2). 
Hypothesis (3) is true by the choice of Xx (since z 1 =x~) if i=  1. If i>  1 
it follows from hypothesis (2), Lemma 3.2(a), and the fact that hypothesis 
(3) holds at i -1 .  
Observe that by hypothesis (3 )and  Lemma 3.2(b) we have that 
n ~ k+ 1 [FS((S(x, ~ ~ + 1 [FS((S(zi, ) ) ,=0]< ~ n) ) ,=t ) ]< . Further given Be  
n ~ 1)]k< and aeVS((S(zi ,  n)) ,~l)  we have {a}wBe [FS((S(zi, ) ) ,= i+ 
[FS((S(zi, n~.~o~ qk+l J / ,= l -< so f ({a}~B)  is defined. Thus we may choose a 
coloring g; as required by hypothesis (4). (Let D=FS((S(zi ,  n))i,=l) 
and define g;: [FS((S(z,  n)) ,Z/+l) ]~< ~ x~D{1,  2, ..., r} by gi(B)(a)= 
/ ({a}  uB) . )  
Since the theorem is true for k, pick xi+l as required by hypotheses (5), 
(6), and (7). Define hi as required by hypothesis (8) (which we can do since 
g; is constant on [FS((S(xi+ ~, n) ) ,~  ~]k<. To verify hypothesis (9) assume 
i > 1. Note that domain (hi a) --- domain (hi) since for n < i, z/(n) -- z/_ l(n). 
n ) ) ,=  1)3 <. Let aeFS(<S(zi_l, n))i,2_~) and pick any Be [FS(<S(x~+I, ~ k 
It suffices to show that Be [FS((S(xi, n))~=l)]k< since then 
hi_l(a)=f({a}wB)=hi(a).  By hypothesis (6) and Lemma3.2(b),  Be  
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n oo oo k . ) )n=i+ l ) : - - -Fg( (g (x i ,  ) )n=i+l )  [FS((S(zi, n)),=/+l) ] < Since FS((S(zi, n o0 
by (1), this is enough. 
To verify hypothesis (10), assume first j=  i. Then FS((S(zi, n))~=j)= 
n co FS((S(xj, ) ) ,=j)  so the conclusion is immediate. If j< i  we 
have by hypothesis (10) at i - t  that [FS((S(zi_x,n))~=j)]°° k<_ 
[FS( ( S(xj, n oo k ) ) ,=1)]<.  By hypothesis (2) we have z i refines zi_ 1 and 
immediately we have FS((S(z,  n))~_j) c_ FS((S(z i_ 1, n)) ,~j)  (since 
S(zi,j) = S(Zi_l,j)).ThusbyLemma 3.2(b) we have [FS((S(z, n) ) ,  =j)]oo k< c 
EFS((S(zi ~ n))  ~ ]k 
The construction being complete define for all n, z(n)= z,(n). Since then 
for each i>  n one has z(n)= z;(n), we have immediately that z~ V*. We 
r/ oo )c  have by hypothesis (3) that z refines x and FS((S(z, )),=1 
FS( ( S(x, n) ),% ,). 
Define h=UF=lh i. By hypothesis (9), h is a function and by 
n oo hypothesis (8), h: FS((S(z, )),=1) --+ {1, 2 ..... r}. Choose by Theorem 2.7 
some y refining z such that h is constant on FS((S(y, n)),°°=~). Then y 
refines x. Let j be the constant value of h on FS((S(y,n)),°°__l). Let 
B~[FS((S(y,n)),°°=l)]k+l< . We have by Lemma3.2(b) that Be 
[FS((S(x, n)) °° ~qk+l We show now thatf(B)=j.  To this end, let a= 
n~l ) . i  < • 
min B and let B '= Bk{a}. Let i=  max F(z, a). Then a ~ FS((S(zi, n i )).=~). 
/I oo Pick t such that B'~[FS((S(z,,  ))n=i+~)]~" By hypothesis (10) at t 
we have B'E[FS((xi+I, ),°°__l)]k < so by hypothesis (8) at i, f (B )= 
f ({a} u B') = hi(a) = h(a) =j as required. | 
It is easy to see by choosing one element from each S(y,n) that 
Theorem 3.3 generalizes the Milliken-Taylor Theorem [6, 8]. 
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